
Maths and Numeracy

Focused Learning Tasks 
- To estimate a numbers position on a number line.
- To add 10 more and 10 less to a variety of numbers. 

( See activities on Seesaw).

Ongoing Learning (See links in ongoing learning folder)
Practise your multiplication tables- 2,3,4,5 and 10.-
Use Sumdog to practise set skills- New Challenges set each week

Language, Literacy and Communication

Focused Learning Tasks – Literacy
Last week you thought of a different setting for the Cinderella story to take place. This week we want you to:

- Plan a story from a different culture of your choice. This plan will help you to write the story next week.
- Practice using different sentence openers to make our sentences more exciting. 

"    (see activities on Seesaw).
Focused Tasks – Welsh
· Create a food diary in Welsh (See example on Seesaw )
Ongoing Learning (See links in on going learning folder)
· Practise your handwriting- make sure you are forming and joining your letter correctly – see template on 

Seesaw.
· Get an adult to listen to you read a book at home –you’re your adult to ask you questions to check you have 

understood what you have read. 
· Have a go at the Sumdog Grammar and Spelling challenges.

Expressive Arts

Focused Learning Task

Andy Wahol uses colour and texture 
for his artwork by making certain parts 
of his art stand out more than the rest. 
Using your favourite superhero can 
you create a piece of pop art using any 
materials you have at home. 
Upload a photo of your work to 
Seesaw.

( See activity on Seesaw.)

Health and Wellbeing

Focused Learning Task

Using an empty jar in your house to 
recycle. You can decorate it in anyway you 

wish. 
Over the coming weeks and fill it with all 

the things you are grateful for. 
At the end of the week you can share with 

a member of your family.

( See activity on Seesaw.)

Humanities

Focused Learning Task
Andy Wahol was a popular artist 

during the 1960’s. 
Could you research some of his 
artwork and write a letter asking 
some questions of what inspired 
him to express himself in this way. 

( See activity on Seesaw.)

Science and Technology

Focused Learning Task

Different materials absorb water 
differently. 
Using 4 different materials that you 
have in your house e.g.tissue paper, 
plain paper etc. Measure how much 
water it takes until the material is 
completed saturated (can not hold any 
more water) 
In table let us know which was the 
most abosorbent ( takes the most 
water) and the least absorbent. 

( See activity on Seesaw.)

Year 3 RH/HMT     Week Beginning: 22/06/2020
We hope you are all happy and healthy. There are suggestions below to direct you towards skills you can develop at home with your child. 


